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OVERVIEW

The Bachelor of Science Degrees in Computer Science is designed to serve as either terminal degrees

for students to directly enter the workforce or preparation to pursue additional study at the graduate

level. Graduates of computer science programs are in high demand as practitioners, teachers and

research personnel, and are heavily recruited by federal government agencies and private sector

companies.

To adequately assess how the degree program is administered at Fort Valley State University, the
external reviewer met with faculty, students and administrators. A tour of the Department’s facilities

and the campus library was included in the site visit. In addition, extensive documentation was

examined, which detailed the Department’s philosophy, faculty professional development activities,

syllabi, degree programs, course offerings, and future plans. The information obtained was evaluated in
light of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) / Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers (IEEE) Computing Curricula 2001[1j. The results of this evaluation are presented below,

organized under the four areas specified by the Program Review Model:

• The Degree Program Self-Study Report;
• Course Syllabi;
• On-Site Interviews with Students;
• On-Site Discussions with Program Faculty.

THE DEGREE PROGRAM SELF-STUDY REPORT

In accordance with the Program Review Model Process for Evaluation, the Department of

Mathematics and Computer Science conducted a unit self-study related to the Bachelor of Science

Degree programs in Computer Science. This process included analysis of enrollment trends, course
offerings, student success, and full time faculty requirements These documents were provided to the

external reviewer.



Section!: NEED FOR THE PROGRAM

The Mathematics and Computer Science Department course offerings support the mission of the

University:

(i) The department provides high quality instruction for all students on the campus through
the core mathematics courses. While these courses come from the mathematics side of
the department, the large number of mathematics service courses impacts the entire
department. Tutorial assistance in the department is available to all students.

(ii) CSCI 1153: Introduction to Computers, is taken by students from many other programs. 12
sections and 11 sections of CSCI 1153 are offered in Spring of 2012 and Fall of 2012,
respectively. Given the pervasiveness of information technology, the department supports
other disciplines by providing foundational instruction in CSCI 1153.

(iii) Instruction in computer science is supported by the availability and use of both computer-
based and web-based instruction.

(iv) Faculty members in the department continue to pursue excellence in instruction through
professional development activities. Faculty members actively attend workshops, create
and administer new programs, engage in scholarly research, collaborate with fellow FVSU
faculty members in research and new projects, and write grants.

(v) The department, through its Minority Participation Program and its HBCU Undergraduate
Program (HBCU-UP) provides opportunities for its students to engage in computer science
research, enhancing the students’ computer science experience and enabling them to
interact with students and faculty from a variety of institutions.

(vi) The department provides quality education to African-American students in computer
science, an area in which African-Americans are traditionally underrepresented. From
2008-2012, the department graduated an average 2.45 students with BS in Computer
Science with 8% as average graduation rate. The national average is 30% and the
department has not satisfied this national average.



Section II: STUDENT OUTCOMES

With approximately 250 computer science majors, there is a more than adequate number of students

to support the program. The Department made it a priority to equip tutorial laboratories and to provide

supplemental instruction designed to increase the number of students successfully completing the lower

level computer science courses. The laboratories on the second floor of CTM building are state of the

art and impressive. A review of the course syllabi (CSCI 1153, CSCI 1301, CSCI 1302, CSCI 3333, CSCI

4340, CSCI 4720, MATH 1154, MATH 2164) and course content statements indicate that the students are

receiving instruction in computer science that conforms with the IEEE CS / ACM model curriculum [1] for

small departments. The mathematics instruction received by both computer science and computer

Information Systems is commendable and consistent with the suggested curriculum [1]. Computer

Science requires hands on work — supplemental instruction as provided by the department is invaluable.

RECOMMEN DATI ONS:

(1) Six full-time computer science faculty members are insufficient. Large classes and overload
teaching schedules are the norm. Additional full-time faculty members with doctorates need to
be hired to keep class sizes and teaching loads (offering new courses) at reasonable levels. One
strategy that may be worth pursuing is to hire doctoral students from regionally adjacent
universities and employ them while they complete their dissertations. It is reasonable to expect
that some of these new hires will chose to remain at FVSU after they complete their
dissertations.

(2) Supplemental instruction can make a huge difference in the academic success and employment
demand for computer science majors. I strongly recommend that Department of Mathematics
and Computer Science offers the supplemental instruction initiatives at different levels for both
Mathematics and Computer Science courses, and in particular in Calculus and programming
concepts.

Section III: ACADEMIC CURRICULUM

It is a challenge to give full coverage to computer science in a four year program. With
only six full-time computer science faculty members, it is clear that the department falls into
the small department categorization by the IEEE CS/ACM Joint Task Force [1]. It is
important to note that the department goes well beyond the minimum course offerings with a
good cross section of advanced elective courses made available to the students. The software
engineering, computer graphics, computer security and system simulations are a few courses
that are very forward looking. The computer science program is well reasoned, leverages the
mathematics faculty in the department and covers the recommended small department
curriculum as shown in the following tables.



Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
IEEE CS/ACM Small Department FVSU Course Mapping

Model
Supporting Mathematics MATH 1154 Calculus I
Courses

MATH_2164_Calculus_II
MATH_2113_Elementary_Statistics
MATH_2253_Discrete_Mathematics
MATH_3000/4000

2 Introductory Computer CSCI 1102 CSCI &CSIS : An
Science Courses Overview

CSCI 1301 Principles of
Programming I

3 Intermediate Computer CSCI 1302 Principles of
Science Courses Programming II

CSCI 2201 Digital Fundamentals
CSCI 3150 Data Communication
and Networks
CSCI 3331 C/UNIX
CSCI 3339 Theory of Programming
languages
CSCI 3351 Comp
Organization/Assemble Language
CSCI_3410_Data_Structures

4 Advanced Computer CSCI 4340 Principles of Operating
Science Courses Systems

CSCI_4520_Analysis_of Algorithms
CSCI_4720_Database_Systems

5 Capstone Project CSCI 4000 Senior Seminar
CSCI_4109_Internship

6 Electives CSCI or CSIS 3000/4000

Recognizing that this department serves both mathematics and computer science, it is clear that

students in both CS and CIS programs benefit from availability of mathematics courses as recommended

in [1]. It should be noted that the American Board for Engineering Technology (ABET) does stress the

need to cover such courses as, software engineering, computer graphics and systems simulations in

their 2007—2008 accreditation criteria and the absence of these courses is of some concern.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

(1) Either add a 3000 or 4000 level course to the curriculum for software engineering, computer
graphics and systems simulations, or document thoroughly how students in both programs (CS
and CIS) get the equivalent needed education in other courses.

(2) Adding a new elective computer security course in the area of information assurance accessible
to all majors.



(3) Remove foreign language courses and replace them with computer science elective courses.
(4) Change CSCI 1302 to 4 credit course by adding a lab component to course and offer the course

in lab.
(5) More tutoring is desirable, especially in Math area such as Calculus.
(6) Expand the program with new tracks such as Robotics and Information Assurance.
(7) Revising Plan of Study to reflect CSCI 1301 and CSCI 1302 offering every semester.

Section IV: FACULTY

Many faculty members teach in excess of the normal teaching load (i.e. an “overload”). This has

become a usual occurrence, the main question being how much of an overload. Creative use of

adjuncts and part time faculty has really helped, but does not solve the problem. Additional, full-time

Ph.D. holding faculty members are necessary to meet the demands placed on this department.

Faculty members are expected to excel in teaching. Several have attended workshops, written grants

and created activities designed to improve their own and their fellow faculty members’ teaching quality.

Such activities need to be encouraged, supported financially and expected of every faculty member.

In spite of their heavy teaching loads, several faculty members continue to engage in scholarly

research, collaborating with faculty members at FVSU and at other universities. Such activity should be

encouraged and rewarded. Additionally, externally funded research can help to resolve many of these

issues and internal grants as seed money can help for external funding opportunities.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

(1) Additional full-time faculty members should be hired and in particular for new tracks such as,
Robotics and Information Assurance.

(2) The size of the department is such that it is imperative that every member of the faculty make
contributions to improve the quality of instruction.

(3) Continued scholarly activity should be supported financially or as release time. Where
university funds are not available, research grants should be submitted.

Section V: CURRENT STUDENT SATISFACTION

Based on interviews with students, it was determined that, even though students are generally

pleased with the instruction they are receiving, but they also expressed concerns for lack of the offering

upper-level elective courses. In addition, based on the feedback from students, I strongly suggest that

the department offers the Principles of Programming I and II (CSCI 1301 and CSCI 1302) every semester

and change the CSCI 1302 to 4 credits by adding a lab component. CSCI 1301 and CSCI 1302 are

fundamental courses in CS program and are needed to be offered every semester. Teaching lab facilities

are excellent. Project/research space and equipment is more limited. Students indicated a strong

interest in professional certification opportunities.



Section VI: RESOURCES

As stated previously, faculty members are continuing to work toward improved instruction, including

technology as an integral part of every course. The new laboratory equipment is being put to good use.

It should be noted, however, that purchasing equipment is only part of the process: funding must be

available for maintenance, software, security and upgrades for new and existing laboratories. Faculty

computers (both software and hardware) should also be upgraded periodically. The primary shortfall

facing the department is the number of doctoral level faculty.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

(1) Partner with regional universities with doctoral programs in computer science. Hiring doctoral
candidates as part time instructors will make the doctoral candidates more competitive in their
job search and some will want to stay on as full-time faculty at FVSU.

(2) Sufficient funds should be budgeted to provide for maintenance, software, security and upgrades
for both the laboratories and faculty computers. For example, MASAM was not installed in Lab
101.

(3) Providing a laptop to each faculty is desirable.
(4) Improving lab facilities in Lab 322 in the area of Robotics is desirable, because there is an interest

for this field.

Section VII: COMPETITIVENESS

Competitive computer science programs are resource intensive. Adequately supporting such a

program requires a long-term commitment from the university. Computer science departments across

the country are reporting declining enrollments. FVSU’s success with their computer science program

runs contrary to this trend.

Declining enrollments in computer science are a matter of national security concern. This reviewer

believes that improving the CS curriculum would greatly enhance the competitiveness of FVSU’s

computer science program.



Section VIII: VIABILITY OF THE ACADEMIC PROGRAM

For the past four years, the department has averaged not more than 3 computer science graduates

each year, steadily decreasing each year. This is not a significant number of graduates. The impact

that the nation’s HBCUs have on the education of minority students in computer science cannot be

ignored. The following table can represent number of students in cohort, number of students graduated

in CS and the graduation rate for the last 6 years.

Computer Science Graduation Rate by Cohorts (2004-2008)

Cohort # in Cohort Graduation Year # Graduated Graduation Rate

2003 36 2007 2 5%

2004 28 2008 0 0%

2005 11 2009 0 0%

2006 18 2010 3 16

2007 18 2011 1 5%

2008 43 2012 2 4%

RECOMMENDATIONS:

(1) Faculty members should identify prospective majors while they are in the core or
introductory courses.

(2) When feasible, the department should consider aligning their courses with job market
demand. Forming an Advisory Board committee is desirable and will help.

(3) Faculty members need to establish ties with other colleges and universities.
(4) Consider six years for graduation period as recommended by Board of Regents.
(5) RevIew the advising process for all students and make it a mandatory meeting with faculty.
(6) Offering a new track such a Robotics or Information Assurance will attract new students.
(7) Providing Internship opportunity for students is desirable. Advisory Board Committee

members can help in this regard.



COURSE SYLLABI

The primary purpose of the course syllabus is to provide the student with information. Syllabi should

be up-to-date and readable, and should clearly explain the expectations of the faculty member

concerning each student’s performance. The syllabi in the table below were evaluated and found to be

satisfactory.

Course Syllabus Comments

CSCI 1153 Introduction to Computers no deficiencies noted, appropriate policy noted

CSCI 1301 Principles of Programming I no deficiencies noted, appropriate policy noted,

schedule of exams noted

CSCI 1302 Principles of Programming II no deficiencies noted, appropriate policy noted,

schedule of exams noted

CSCI 3331 C/UNIX appropriate policy noted, course outline noted but

no learning outcomes

CSCI 4340 Principles of Operating Systems very well done, no deficiencies noted, appropriate

policy noted, course outline noted

CSCI 4720 Database Systems no deficiencies noted, appropriate policy noted,

course outline noted

MATH 1154 Calculus I very well done, no deficiencies noted, appropriate

policy noted, course outline noted

MATH 2164 Calculus II no deficiencies noted, appropriate policy noted,

course outline noted

RECOMMENDATION:

(1) Syllabi should be primarily distributed in HTML format on course web sites. URLs for each
course syllabi should be annotated on the syllabus.



ON-SITE INTERVIEWS WITH STUDENTS

Discussions with students and class observation made it clear that the students have a generally

favorable opinion of the computer science program and its faculty, but they also expressed their

concern for lack of the upper-level elective courses offered, lack of the lab component in CSCI 1302, and

more importantly CSCI 1301 and CSCI 1302 are not offered every semester. Students also expressed

their concern about the advising process. Overall discussion with students indicated to this reviewer that

students had a solid understanding of computer science fundamentals.

Students expressed concerns over perceived trends in outsourcing information technology. The

reality is that the job market for computer science graduates is strong. One reason that student interest

in computer science is directly attributable to their perception (largely correct) that there is a large

demand for technically competent information technology professionals. The department also offers

applied coursework reflecting skill sets that while not “trendy” in computer science education, are skills

in demand by employers. Specific examples include courses such as COBOL programming.

ON-SITE DISCUSSIONS WITH Program FACULTY

The external reviewer met with the following faculty members during the on-site visit:

Dr. Masoud Naghedolfeizi, Computer Science

Dr. Xiangyan Zeng, Computer Science

Dr. Cheryl Swanier, Computer Science

Mr. Nabil Vousef, Computer Science

Dr. Dawit Aberra, Interim Department Chair

The external reviewer met Dr. Josephine Davis the Interim Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences and

the Dr. Donta Truss, Associate Vice President of Institutional Research, Planning and Effectiveness while

conducting this evaluation.

The faculty interviews clarified information given in the Self-Study report, including those pertaining

to special programs and the efforts of the faculty to improve instruction. The external reviewer was

impressed with the efforts of the faculty to remain active in research in spite of a very heavy teaching



load, limited funding for professional development activities (attending conferences and workshops),

limited internal funding as seed money for external funding opportunities.

REFERENCES

[1) Computing Curricula 2001 Computer Science, Final Report December 15, 2001, the Joint Task

Force on Computing Curricula, IEEE Computer Society, and Association for Computing

Machinery (2001).
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Accreditation Cycle, March 17 2007, Computing Accreditation Commission ABET, Inc., (2007).
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ACADEMIC PROGRAM EVALITATI()N INSTRUMENT

1. lo what extent does the mission ol the prognun Supl)ort the overall mission of the Fort
Valley State I Iniversity?

To no extent 1 2 — 3 _4 _5 6 X.. 7 Completely
1lie department proVi(leS high quality instruction br all Stu(lentS on the GUTIP11S through the core
mathematics courses. The (lepartment provides high quality instruction br all stu(lents on the
GUYlU5 through the (‘Ore mathematics courSeS.

Rationale/Remarks:

2. lo what extent (toes [lie jrogvam clearly articulate how it intemis to serve the nee(ls of (lie
Stu(lentS, the community, and the broader society

To no extent _1 _2 — 3 _4 _5 _6 _. 7 Completely

Rationale/Remarks:

The department, through its Minority Participation Program and its HBCU Undergraduate Program

(HBCU-UP) provides opportunities for its students to engage in computer science research, enhancing

the students’ computer science experience and enabling them to interact with students and faculty
from a variety of institutions.

3. To what extent do program goals support the strategic goals of the Fort Valley State
I IniversityP

To no extent 1 2 3 4 5 6 X 7
Completely



Rationale/Remarks:

The department provides quality education to African-American students in

computer science, an area in which African-Americans are traditionally

underrepresented. CSCI 1153, Introduction to Computers, is taken by

students from many other programs. 12 sections and 11 sections of CSCI

1153 offered in Spring and Fall of 2012, respectively. Given the
pervasiveness of information technology, the department supports other

disciplines by providing foundational instruction in CSCI 1153.

1.. ITow consistent are (lie goals with resource liimts?

Inconsistent 1 2 3 4 X 5 6 7 Consistent

Rationale/Remarks:

The (leJ)altment needs more PhD level computer science laculty menll)ers. Course ollerings are

particularly impressive given the limited number ol computer science laculty.

5. How clearly does the rogTam identily (lie personal (leVelopment, emj)loymen[ all(l

graduate school ol)portuflitieS which students can expect to gain from the program?

To no extent 1 —— 2 3 1 ___5 X ( 7 Completely

Ralionale/Remarks:

Faculty members in the (lel)arment continue to pursue excellence in instruction through

prolessional development activities. Faculty meml)ers actively a(tefl(l vorksIiops, create an(l

a(Iminister new programs, engage in scholarly research, collaborate with hllow’ FVSI Ccultv

meml)ers in research and new projects, and writing grants.



SECTION II: STUDENT OUTCOMES

I(lentllication of Program Students

*

(At least .5 consecutive cohorts ShoIll(i l)e i(lCfltilie(i, beginning with the most recent year.)

FIGURES SHOULD BE PROVIDED BY CAMPUS PROGRAM COORDINATOR.

Academic Year I Tlldjpli(e(l Number of Students

Taking Classes in Program

9flflX 1117
123

QO11Q

91111) 11
2011

1 1
2012

Ri

1. Is tile number of students taking classes in the program adequate:

Adequate X 1 2 3 __l 6 7 Inadequate

Raona1e/Remarks:

Yes. Revising the curriculum to include new courses will attract more students taking
classes, even Irom other programs.

1. Based on the number (rates indicated above) ol programs, what is the percentage of
si.udents enrolled (luring the past lour years who left Fort Valley State ITniversity awl arc
either employed, 01. pursuing/pursued advanced study
Student Success Rate: Taking program goals into consideration, is the success rate

consistent wli the goals ol tile progranu



A(leqUate 1 2 3 1 6 7 Inadequate

Raona1e/Remarks:

1 (10 not have the (lata to respond to this (ltleS(10H.

2. lo what extent (10 1)1 TUfl goalS iHClll(le measurable StU(lefll ou1comes:

10 no extent ___1 2 3 1 _5 — X 6 7 Completely

Raona1e/Rcmarks:

I l)eheve tins is a strengili in (lie (lepartment. Measurable stu(Ient oiitconies afe CVi(iCflt in (lie

department’s Academic Pr gram Review.

3. Are StU(lCflt e(hlcationai intentions consistent VitIi goals:

Consisent 1 2 3 1 5 6 7 Inconsistent

Raona1e/Remarks:

I (10 not have lie data to respond to this question,

). 10 what extent oloes the progun describe complex, higher—or(Ier knowledge and skillsP

To no extent 1 2 3 1. 5 X 6 7 Completely



Rationale/Remarks:

Ihe computer Science curriculum is strong and compliant with the ACM/IEEE Computer Society
Curriculum 2001 guidelines.

6. lo what exteiit (1OCS the progun represent a scope and (1e1)th of Stu(lent learning which
are appropriate for a baccalaureate or advanced degree

To no extent ___1 2 3 ___1 X5 6 7 Completely

Raflonale/Remarks:

I ccrlc1u(le that tile Ufl(lergra(lUate computer science students are well prepared.



Section III: ACADEMIC CURRICULI TM

ENROLLMENT FOR MAJOR COURSES

2008—2009 2009—2010 2010—201 1 201 1—2012
Course

CQC’T vw 1( 11,7 179

flflT A.vv-v 1() 1 9Q
Note: FIGURES SHOULD BE PROVIDED BY CAMPUS PROGRAM COORDINATOR.

ENROLLMENT FOR SERVICE COURSES

2008—2009 2009—20 10 2010—201 1 201 1—2012
Course

CQCTflc cR0 777 f79 71R

Note: FIGURES SHOULD BE PROVIDED BY CAMPUS PROGRAM COORDINATOR.

1. How well—delined is the process by which (lie curriculum is reviewed?

Insufficient 1 2 3 1 5 X 6 7 Sulilcient

Rahonale/Remarks:

As noted earlier, in spite ol a limited number ol computer science laculty, (lie curriculum is clearly

in alignment with (lie recommended ACM/IEEE joint Task Force Computer Science Curriculum
2001.

2. How often are I)rereqllisites evaluated as a part of the curriculum?

Not Current 1 2 3 1 X 5 6 7 Current



Raiionale/Remarks:

As a result of the Review Repor, the Computer Science curriculum is undergoing revision.

3 How regularly are syllabi evaluated annually?

Irregularly ___1 2 3 ___l. ___5 — 6 7 Regularly

Rationale/Remarks:

Evaluation of syllabi is part ol the department’s internal and external evaluations.

1. How similar are program course oflerings in this discipline at comparable institutions?

Dissimilar 1 2 3 1 .5 X 6 7 Similar

Rationale/Remarks:

Very similar — (lie curriculum is based in the stan(lard computer science curriculum used
nationwi(lc — the ACM/IEEE Computer Society Computing Curricula 2001. Lack of a Software

Engineering, Computer Graphics courses is a concern; however tins is not uncommon in small
departments.

2. Is the curriculum designed to prepare stu(lents to pursue gra(luate education?

To no extent ___1 2 3 1 X.5 6 7 Completely

Rationale/Remarks:

Yes, based on evaluation of the FVSI T computer science program (lie undergraduate requirement

not covered are Software Engineering, Systems Simulation and Computer Graphics courses.

6. To what extent does the program provide or allow br students to engnge in alternative

means br guning an(l demonstrating appropriate knowledge and skills?



to Ho extent ___1 2 3 1 J3 7 Completely

Rafionale/Remarks:

I do not have the inlonnation to assess this.

7. to what extent does the program 1)roio1e preparation br graduates to meet licensure
/credibility requirements

to no extent __1 2 3 1 — 6 7 Completely

Raona1e/Remarks:

1 (10 not have the inlorination to assess this.

8. To what extent (10 classes/does curriculum reflect concepts and/or accreditation standards

in the o1iscip1ine

lo no extent 1 2 3 1 5 X — 6 7 Completely

Rafionale/Remarks:

As prexiously noted, curriculum closely tied to national standard, i.e. ACM/IEEE computing
curricula 2001



SECTION IV: FACULTY

1. Is the number ol lull—time laculty meml)erS sullìcient to J)rovl(le eflcctive teaching, advising,
aiid ParticiPation in curriculum (levelopment and )Olicy—makiflg

Adequate ___1 2 3 ___1 __5 6 7 Inadequate

Rationale/Remarks:

The number of laculty is barely adequate. \‘Vhen lacuity membei’s are teaclung lour 01. more
courses a semester, the potential br a catastropluc lailure is high.

2. lo what extent (10 lull—time laculty members participate in committees, councils, task

borces, and senates br the improvement of educational programs at Fort Vailey State
l JniversityP

lo no extent ___1 2 3 1 __S5 6 7 Completely

Raonale/Remarks:

I do not have inlrination to assess tills.

3. Are assignments of hlculty loads equitable and reasonable, taking into account lactors such
as miumber of preparations, number of students taught, the nature of the subject, hiculty
responsibilities other than teaching, and availability of support stall?

Adequate ___1 __ 2 3 ___1 ___5 6 7 Inadequai.e

Ralionale/Remarks:

There is no in(hcation of inequitable work assignments.

Faculty Characteristics



Mean Age: 1

Full—Time Faculty Characteristics (Fall 2008) Number

Female Faculty 2

Male Faculty 4

American Indian or Alaskan Native Faculty 0

Asian Faculty 2

Black or Aincan Americ;m Faculty 2

HiSpHUc Factihv 0

Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander Faculty 0

( lI14’ lI1flW ( ‘iiT

Note: FIGURES SHOULD BE PROVifiED BY CAMPUS PROGRAM

COORDINATOR.



I. Is lull—time laculty (liversilied by age, gender and etlinicityP

Not diversilied 1 2 3 1 5 6 X 7 Diversihe(I

Rationale/Remarks:

lliis is sell—evi(lent lioin (lie data presente(l. Keeping in mind that the sample population is small,
Ilnderrepresente(l grous are well represealte(l.

5. lo ivliat extent does (locumen(e(1 evi(lence show that lull—time laculty members continue
[heir I)rolCsSiollal (levelopment throughout their careerP

1() fl() extent _l 2 3 _l X5 6 7 Completely

Rationale/Remarks:

As stated belore, the hiculty are actively involved in teaching research and prolessiomil
(IC\ dopni(Jlt icti itis

6. lo what extent (10 hill—time làculty members of the program meet SACS miniimim
(jualilications:

No extent _1 2 3 1 5 6 7 Completely

Rationale/Remarks:

In relerence to sehlstudy report uid provided inlormation about hiculty, the laculty qualifications

are well justified as highly quahihied educators who I)ossess academic credentials adequate to sustain

a viable and competitive computer science degree program.



SECTION V: CITRRENT STUDENT SATISFACTION

1 How satished are stu(Ients enrolle(1 in the degree program with the lollowing:

a) The overall quality of the e(hlcation they are receiving?

Not Satisfied ___l 2 3 1 X5 6 7 Very Satisfied

R.añonale/Remarks:

Based on my classroom visitation arni interaction, students seemed ver salishe(l with the

education they are receiving, but there was some concern regarding the lack of olicnng upper level

elective coure.

1)) Ihe academic an(l prolessiomil advising they are receiving

Not Satisfied _1 2 3 X_1 5 6 7 Very Satisfied

Rationale/Remarks:

Based on my discussion with students, there was some concern in regard to advising jumor an(l

semor students.

c) The schedule and availability of tile lbrmal courses?

Not Satisfied 1 2 3 X 1 5 6 7 Very Satisfied

Rationale/Remarks:



Some concerns expressed number of sections and times ollcre(l, however the Stu(IentS seem very
aware ol the very heavy laculty teaching loa(i winch greatly limits llexibihty.

d) The quality of classroom instruction

Not Satisiled ___1 2 3 1 X 6 7 Very Satisiled

Ralionale/Remarks

No negative commentS flote(l.

Graduate Success and Satislàction:

2. lo what extent has the program helped graduates to achieve their personal and
prolessional goals

To no extent ___I 2 3 1 5 6 7 Completely

Rañonale/Remarks:

I (10 not have the information to answer this question.

3. To what extent are graduates engaged in relevant and appropriate jobs and/or graduate
J)ro)grainS

To no extent ___l 2 3 ___1 ___5 6 7 Completely

Ralionale/Remarks:

I (10 not have the information to answer this question.



SECTION VI: RESOURCES

1. Is lacuhy ollice space sullicient br lull-lime laculty?

Insufficient 1 2 3 1 X 5 6 7 Sufficient

Rationale/Remarks:

Yes, ollice space is sullicient br [lie current laculty members. Additional space would be required

ii a(lditional computer science faculty are hired Ui(l as no(e(l earlier, more faculty are nee(le(l.

2. Is classroom space sufficient br program nee(ls:

Insufficient 1 2 3 1 5 X 6 7 Sufficient

Rationale/Remarks:

Yes, but a(lditional space would be re(luire(l ii (lie intension was to expand (lie prognun.

3. Is laboratory space sufficient br program needs:

Insufficient 1 2 3 1 5 X 6 7 Sulilcient

Rationale/Remarks:

Yes.

1. Is access to equipment sullicient br progr needs



Insuflicient 1 2 3 1 5 X 6 7 Sufficient

Rationale/Remarks:

Yes.

Is (lie r0g11m budget sullicient to meet progun HeC(1S

Insullicient 1 2 3 1 5 6 7 SullIcient

Rationale/Remarks:

I (10 1l()t have (lie inlormation to answer tills question.



SECTION VII: COMPETITIVENESS

1. lo what extent does the piogmm kee1) current with national trends in the progru area?

I() Ho extent ___1 —— 2 3 ___1 _5 X 6 7 Completely

Rationale/Remarks:

This is a strength of (lie l)rogTui. As Holed, (lie curnculum is l)aseol OH national Stan(hUolS.

2. to what extent does the program sponsor extracurricular activities as a service to the
coIflflh1nity

to no extent 1 2 3 1 __.5 X 6 7 Completely

Rationale/Remarks:

In spite ol the lacuhy shortage, (lie department has orguiized lIelol tnps to other universities and an
active student chapter of a ACM orguuzation is in evidence.

3. to what extent does (lie progTuì oiler similar or preicrable degree options and variety ol

courses compared to other 1 Iniversity System in5titution5?

To no extent ___1 2 3 ___1. .5 6 X 7 Completely

Rationale/Remarks:

The CS progTui is very similar to other CS programs in the university system of Georgia. The
computer science degree is very desirable option and helps cope with (lie shortage of work lorce in

IT industry.



I. lo ‘.VIlli( extent (1OCS the irogiu utilize ap)ropriate tCCIUli)lOgV to lacilitate SIU(lCHt

learning?

1() no extent ___I 2 3 _l. 5 X 6 7 Completely

Rationale/Remarks:

C1aSSr)oIIIS ai’c ‘Nell e(luil)PC(l with I)rOjeCtOr, Smartl)Oar(IS allil printer and veb—l)ased (leliVerv of
C()llSC niaternil works well.



SECTION VIII: VIABILITY OF ACADEMIC PROGRAM

1. ‘What typeS of resource adjustments would enable tins program to meet the nee(Is it serves
with greater quality, electiveness and elliciency

Faculty members are continuing to work toward improved instruction, includmg technology as an
integral part of every coui’se. llie new laboratory equi)ment is being I)ut to goo(l use. It SiloIll(l

be note(i, however, that purchasing equipment is only part of the process: lunding must be
available br maintenance, software, security and upgrades br new an(l existing lal)oratorieS.

Faculty computers (both software and har(lware) should also be upgraded periodically. The
primary sliortftill lacing the department is the number of doctoral level hicult.

2. In light of the student, university, and societal needs that this progrim serves, to what extent

are the resources invested in this program warranted by the benehts it l)rovi(les

There is a critical shortage of technically competent computer scientists in the I nite(l States. This
has national security implications because (lelcnse work requires computer scientists who are I IS
citizens an(l eligible to receive a security clearance. Ihe student population at FVSI is well placed
to help 1111 this critical national need.

3. In light ol the quality, effi.ctiveness, an(l operational efficiency, to what extent are the
resources invested in this program warranted by the benebits it J)rovi(les

As stated previously. Computer science education is resource intensive and FVSU is getting a
very good return on its investment in this program.



OVERALL STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF ThE PROGRAM

STRENGTHS:

1. Dedicated faculty who have a strong rapport with their students.

2. Excellent teaching labs.

3. Faculty willing to innovate and collaborate.

4. Friendly welcoming environment consistent with the stated university mission.

WEAKNESSES:

1. Lack of doctoral4evel computer science liculty.

2. Limited project/research space.

3. Lack ofcomputer equipment beyond what is required for teaching mission; i.e.,

laptops for faculty.

4. Revising Computer Science curriculum to support more elective and new major

courses.

5. Lack of financial support for professional development activities; i.e., attending

conferences and workshops.

6. Lack of the internal grant as seed money for external funding opportunities.
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